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                  About the Hacker’s Playbook

This third edition of the Hacker’s Playbook Findings Report continues in the 
tradition of reporting enterprise security trends from the point of view of an 
attacker. The findings represent anonymized data from many millions of 
SafeBreach breach methods executed within real production environments. 
This edition includes existing Hacker's Playbook Findings Report data and 
new data from deployments between January 2017 and November 2017, with 
a combination of over 3,400 total breach methods and almost 11.5 million 
simulations completed. This report reflects which attacks are blocked, which 
are successful, and key trends and findings based on actual security controller 
effectiveness.

Security findings from SafeBreach are used by customers to:

• Get more from existing security by optimizing config and ensuring 
controls work in concert

• Minimize security exposure due to human error, updates, and policy 
changes

• Prepare for audits by validating segmentation and other compliance 
controls

• Test alerting and action plans for SOC or MSSP teams, and provide 
breach scenario training

• Get business rationalization for security investment, prove security 
against headline attacks

How do we actually “play the hacker”? We do this by deploying simulators that 
play the role of a “virtual hacker” across endpoints, network and cloud. These 
simulators execute breach methods from our Hacker’s PlaybookTM to find 
where attacks are blocked, and where they are successful.

Our findings are analyzed by SafeBreach Labs and incorporated into this 
report, with the hope that security teams can glean some interesting insights 
into how best to stay ahead of attacks.

Overview: Defining insanity through action!

We all know the old saying: The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over 
and over, but expecting a different result. Coaches yell it at halftime, CEOs bark it in 
board rooms, and sixth-graders say it when they respawn in Call of Duty. 

And yet most of the cyber security space is defining this very insanity every day.

It might feel like we’re iterating and changing, because we keep finding a new type of 
attack to worry about. Yesterday it was 0-days. Today’s it’s Ransomware. Tomorrow, 
IoT. But the response is often exactly the same:  Buy a new solution. Update config. 
Apply analytics. Then, assume you’ve done the right things, and focus on the next 
new scary problem.

But while this might feel correct - it’s truly insane. Want proof?  Ask yourself, “Is our 
security working?  Have we stopped more threats?  Have we kept the bad guys out?  
Are breaches a thing of the past?” Often the answer to all these is a resounding “Nope!”

Instead of repeating this same dance of “buy, implement, and move on” - we have 
to break the cycle. We can no longer just hope that what we’ve been sold is going to 
work as promised. We can’t just hope that our configuration is done right every time. 
We can’t just hope that we understand every possible route, to every possible data 
source in our environments. We can’t just hope we are smarter than the bad guys. We 
have to KNOW.

That’s why we have to become our own adversaries. We have to unleash the attacks 
on ourselves - without risk or damage - to know what is stopped and what’s not. Then, 
we have to act on that knowledge, and unleash the attacks again. Continuously. Every 
time there is a new product, every time there is a network change. Every time there is 
a config update.  Because whether or not we are validating our security, you can bet 
that attackers are. And while that may feel insane - that’s reality.



You put your malware in, 
you take your data out, you 
put your malware, in, and 
you move it all about…

Remember the Hokey-Pokey? 

No?

That’s okay - it’s been a long time since most of 
us were three years old. The Hokey Pokey was 
a big hit in most pre-schools and many day-care 
organizations, but little did we know that decades 
later, the Hokey Pokey would have taught us 
how to effectively execute (and therefore block) 
malware campaigns.

See, attackers have to get payloads in, and they 
typically have to get data out. And typically, once 
they are inside a network, they have to “shake 
it all about” as they move laterally to find better 
control points, stronger network footholds, juicier 
data for stealing, or other machines to encrypt.

Follow along with us this time as we sing the 
Security version of the Hokey Pokey, across 
Infiltration, Lateral Movement, and Exfiltration.

Key Findings

1. INFILTRATION CONTINUES TO BE A SHELL GAME 
Scanning seems to be “surface-level” just as in the previous edition. Nesting or “packing” 
malware executables bypasses security controllers over 50% of the time.

2. INTERNAL LAN TRUST REMAINS TOO HIGH
Malware was easily sent across network segments without being blocked, indicating that 
once attackers gain a foothold on a network, they can easily dominate an environment. 

3. LACK OF OUTBOUND SCANNING ALLOWS EASY DATA THEFT
Simple, low sophistication moves are successful over 50% of the time. We were able to 
exfiltrate data via simple HTTP and HTTPS at alarmingly high rates - indicating low or no 
outbound security scanning or policy in place.

4. RANSOMWARE RUNNING RAMPANT
The media firestorm around ransomware may be warranted. Indeed, Wannacry, 
Cryptolocker, and Locky were not blocked in many cases.

5. CONTROLLERS ARE NOT OPTIMIZED TO STOP ATTACKS
Even strong security controllers are only as good as their configuration.
Default, stale, or overly complicated configuration can allow attackers to find
easy ways through security barricades.



  Key Findings: Infiltration Methods

This time around, we saw some familiar names amongst the leading infiltration 
methods. Packed and embedded methods (that is, malware that’s been obfuscated 
via encryption or embedding within other filetypes) continue to evade security 
controllers in various formats - just as they did in our previous findings. It would 
appear that companies still solely rely on endpoint solutions to stop the installation 
of malware, rather than bolstering network security with inline file-scanning and 
blocking techniques.

Different from last time, but still part of the same trend, we also had two recent 
attacks make their way into the top five -- both of which were headline-level attacks. 

- WannaCry needs no introduction (we had a whole Hacker’s Playbook report 
dedicated to the nefarious wave of crimeware).
- Carbanak/Anunak is a financial attack that leveraged a specific piece of malware 
for keylogging and stealing other data to pave the way for attackers to build and 
execute monetary attacks. Both of these attacks have dedicated malware, which 
could be blocked by network tools that scan for known signatures.

Recommendations: A big part of WannaCry’s success was the fact that it used 
SMB, and not HTTP/S, as an infiltration and propagation channel. With so much 
focus on port 80, attackers are moving to alternate methods of infection - don’t 
assume other ports and protocols are locked down - validate it! 

For packed methods, ensure that network anti-malware controllers are configured 
for deep inspection, use sandboxing techniques, or validate that endpoint controllers 
detect and eliminate packed malware. Regardless, don’t rely on endpoint solutions 
alone to stop malware, when existing tools like proxies or next-gen firewalls can 
also scan for and block malicious files.

Top Infiltration Methods

WannaCry 2.0 Ransomware

EXE packed inside a JavaScript

Carbanak/Anunak HTTP Malware Transfer

EXE inside a VBS using HTTP

EXE inside a CHM File

63.4% 

60.9%

59.8%

56.5%

55.9%

WannaCry made global headlines as a fairly successful ransomware campaign. 
Exploiting a vulnerability in Windows, specifically related to SMB, WannaCry was 
otherwise fairly typical of ransomware, encrypting files, and demanding payment 
in bitcoin.

Carbanak was a financial campaign executed by the crime group “Anunak.”  The 
malware used in this campaign not only logged keystrokes and sent them back to 
the attackers, but also looked for specific banking and financial related tools - all 
of which resulted in the attackers using legitimate credentials and access to wire 
funds to themselves without raising suspicion.

Packed EXEs are a typical way to trick both end users and high-level scanners, 
since they embed malicious code into otherwise legitimate files.

Success Rate



       Key Findings: Lateral Movement

In today’s attack-rich environment, companies are realizing that they cannot assume 
that internal traffic between segments is more secure than traffic from the “big bad 
Internet.”  When you consider the prevalence of mobile devices and laptops that 
move onto and off of the LAN, as well as all the web-borne attacks that make their 
way past perimeter defenses, it only makes sense to treat internal traffic as a threat.

In fact, the techniques attackers use to move within networks often mirror the 
techniques they use to infiltrate - especially if segmentation controls are strong. 
This time around, malware led the charge, sweeping the entire top five. Interesting to 
note here, the percentages of successful attacks are remarkably similar - indicating 
that in most cases, blocking malware is an all-or-nothing proposition. This seems to 
indicate that that well-configured controls block both new and old threats alike, but 
also would seem to imply that in many cases, there are simply no controls in place 
to block lateral movement of malware within a network.

Also noteworthy is that, two of the top five methods, Petya and EternalRocks, are 
recently identified worms burrowing laterally to spread infection, while the rest are 
more tried-and-true methods. This also validates the fact that in roughly two-thirds 
of production environments, no AV or anti-malware scanning is in place within 
networks, allowing rampant compromise once an initial foothold has been gained.

Recommendations: Industry analysts typically agree that 90% of security spend is 
focused on the perimeter, and defensive security. Our results would seem to agree 
- given that some malware samples that were blocked at the perimeter, were able 
to easily move between segments once inside. However, the problem with hoping 
that the perimeter will block all attacks, is that in today’s world, endpoints are often 
well outside perimeter defenses - at coffee shops, home networks, airports and 
everywhere else good employees try to stay productive. Stopping threats doesn’t 
end at the edge - ensure that internal segmentation is bolstered by the same 
scanning and security done on the perimeter. Gone are the days of the trusted LAN.

 Top Lateral Movement Methods

Malware Transfer - Petya worm via HTTP/S 

EternalRocks - Transfer via HTTP/S 

EXE inside WSF (as XML) using HTTP

EXE inside JAR using HTTP 

Lazarus Buffer Transfer

69.4%

68.9%

67.3%

67.0%

66.5%

Petya Another ransomware sample that made headlines in the recent past, Petya 
operated at the master boot record level to encrypt Windows file system tables, 
prevent boot, and demand ransom.

EternalRocks A combination of seven different exploits found by the NSA 
(EternalBlue, DoublePulsar, EternalChampion, EternalRomance, EternalSynergy, 
ArchiTouch and SMBTouch) this worm had widespread infection, but has not yet 
been weaponized. The author claims to have backed away from the campaign, 
but an as-yet-unknown amount of machines remain infected, leaving the door 
open for later attacks.

Lazarus Lazarus is the group behind a number of attacks dating back nearly 10 
years, also alleged to be behind the WannaCry attack. Malware used across the 
campaigns has been found to have common code, that forensic teams use to 
indicate attribution across attacks.

Success Rate



       Key Findings: Exfiltration Methods
The exfiltration findings are no surprise this time around. Attackers will always 
try the easiest routes first - and sadly, it appears they will often find success. 
Techniques like DNS tunneling, or trickling data out within packet headers to slowly 
steal data without raising suspicion are clever, but attackers don’t get bonus points 
for creativity. When simply sending data outbound via clear or encrypted web traffic 
will work - attackers will happily take the easy way out. 

We also took a deeper look into this traffic, and validated that indeed traditional web 
traffic, over traditional web ports, is the leading risk of data exfiltration. However, 
some sneakier tactics were also highlighted, as we were often able to sneak data 
out over NTP - which is often open and unscanned.

Recommendations: SafeBreach recommends everyone take a long, hard look 
at their outbound scanning policy. Often with no investment, perimeter security 
can be configured to mitigate the risk of data exfiltration by limiting outbound 
communication and available protocols. Once that sweep is complete, termination 
and inspection of encrypted traffic will be the final blow that can stop low-
sophistication attackers, and dramatically reduce risk of successful data theft.

 Top Exfiltration Methods

123 (NTP)

443 (HTTPS)

80 (HTTP)

8001 (HTTP alternate)

8000 (HTTP alternate)

63.1%

53.7%

50.8%

37.8%

Exfiltration via HTTP GET

Exfiltration via HTTP POST

Exfiltration via SSL v23

Exfiltration via TLS

Exfiltration via MySQL query

56.9%

51.1%

43.4%

42.5%

41.8%

37.5%

HTTP As more applications move to use standard HTTP for communication, it’s 
become easy for attackers to use it to steal data, hiding in in plain sight amongst all 
the rest of the glut of web traffic outbound from organizations.

SSL/TLS Traffic is encrypted to protect against snooping and data theft, but if 
encrypted traffic is not decrypted, scanned, and then re-encrypted at the edge, 
attackers can use it to bypass security controls and successfully exfiltrate 
information.

MySQL A common database format, with a well understood query language, MySQL 
is in widespread use.  It typically uses port 3306 for communications, which if left 
open, provides a route for attackers to bypass security since this type of traffic 
seems legitimate and may go unscanned.

Port Analysis

Success Rate



  

            Ransomware Running
     Rampant!

Sick of hearing about ransomware yet? 
We understand! But our results indicate that the 
media firestorm around this growing threat may 
be warranted. Wannacry, Cryptolocker, and Locky 
showed a disappointingly high rate of success in our 
results this time.

However, upon closer inspection with some select 
customers, we found a far more nefarious result. 

The good news (if there is any) in this situation is that 
universally, the customers we spoke to were diligent 
about updating their signature DBs. However, the bad 
news is that in many cases, even the updated tools 
didn’t stop our ransomware simulations. In point of 
fact, some solutions in place were working 100% 
as designed, yet allowed ransomware (and other 
malware) to install to disk on seemingly protected 
endpoints. 

This infection was allowed in two scenarios:
- Behavior-based blocking
- Legacy solutions/infrequent scanning

Recommendations: Everyone knows that different products have different strengths… everyone except 
vendor’s sales and marketing departments, it would seem. Trying to differentiate between competing 
endpoint solutions can be especially difficult, as the intended goal of each - stopping attacks at the host level 
- is the same. Today, we have signature-based, and behavior-based policy, both of which have their strengths 
- but often each type doesn’t work well in isolation. This leads to incomplete, or ineffective deployments, 
even when good products have been purchased.

What’s happened? Well, simply installing AV with default config, or just testing with Eicar isn’t enough. The 
combination of signature-based and behavior-based endpoint protection solutions can be a very powerful 
part of a defense--in-depth strategy, and a good last line of defense - but only if they work in tandem, and the 
configuration is effective. 

Humans click fast. Malware can spread in milliseconds. Allowing files to locally install and run, before 
deciding what action to take is no longer an acceptable endpoint strategy. The best solutions can still be 
configured in more or less effective ways - investigate the tools in use, and validate that they actually are 
performing as intended, don’t just accept the default configuration. 

1. BEHAVIOR-BASED BLOCKING:
Some of today’s more sophisticated solutions are aimed at blocking 
malware based on its behavior once installed. This, of course, requires 
that the malware actually install, and run, so the solutions can 
understand, profile, and later block this malicious behavior. 

2. LEGACY SOLUTIONS/INFREQUENT SCANNING:
More traditional endpoint AV solutions, which intend to block the local installation 
of malware completely, based on signature-matching, vary in how often they 
scan for local signatures. SafeBreach customers found some solutions that 
only scanned once every 30 seconds. Phished users, who receive an email with 
a malicious attachment can receive an email, and open a file well within 30 
seconds, starting an outbreak even when AV solutions are “working” as designed.

!



       Do, or do not. There is no try.

While the steps attackers take across the kill chain might be ever more complex, 
breaches themselves are easy to understand. They were either successful (your data 
is pwned) or they failed. That’s it. The flipside of that is also true - defenders either 
break the kill chain and stop an attack, or they don’t. But for many, breaking that 
kill chain equates to focusing on the “next new thing” in security - and continuously 
adding more layers to a defense in depth strategy.

With the introduction of historical trending (we call it the risk trends view), SafeBreach 
can now show our customers how well they have broken the kill chain over time. 
Across infiltration, lateral movement, exfiltration, and host-level moves, we show 
the trends in how attacks are being blocked or allowed. 

The highlight this round?  One customer was able to dramatically increase security 
across the entire kill chain - without a single dollar of investment. By identifying 
areas where key controller policy had rules in conflict, general misconfiguration, 
or simply wasn’t utilized to the fullest, our all star customer was able to turn some 
pretty scary numbers around within just three weeks of deployment:

EXE inside JAR using HTTP 

Before: 30%

Before: 95%

Now: 9%

Now: 33%

67.0%

Getting more from what you have: In this case, optimizing policy for 
next-generation firewalls at the perimeter and between key network segments.

Infiltration success

Segmentation

Before: 50%

Exfiltration
Now: 20%



Takeaways
By simulating the attacker, SafeBreach can offer a unique perspective. There’s no better way to know how well security will stand up 
against attacks than to actually put it to the test. Putting yourself in the footsteps of your adversary will allow security leaders to break 
the cycle of attack, and get a leg up on attackers:

• Implement deep file inspection at the network level - don’t rely on only endpoint solutions to stop malware execution. If you can 
block malicious payloads, buffers, droppers etc before they ever reach your hosts, you’ll push attackers back on their heels, and 
minimize risk of breach.

• Don’t trust your LAN - just because traffic is moving between server segments, or in other internal environments, doesn’t mean it’s 
safe traffic. After investigation it’s often found that attackers spend weeks or even months within networks, finding new targets, 
more sensitive data, or establishing new control points. And with ransomware marking the resurgence of worm-based attacks, 
internal segmentation is more important than ever before to stop the spread of attacks.

• Don’t forget about exfiltration - Most security teams focus on preventing threats from entering a network, which is critical, but not 
complete. Outbound scanning of clear and encrypted traffic can either block exfiltration entirely, or at minimum they can alert SOC 
teams to potential risk of theft.

• Validate endpoint controller effectiveness - Endpoint security is sexy again, and for good reason. With so many laptops and 
mobile devices being used outside the corporate LAN, we need to do all we can to stop hosts from getting infected. However, the 
right configuration, and the right combination of endpoint security, is critical - as often products which seem the same have very 
different levels of effectiveness and utility when it comes to protecting against actual attacks.

• Controllers are often underutilized - Initial SafeBreach deployments often find that despite many security controls being 
implemented, attacks can still get through at alarmingly high rates. This isn’t a slight against the controllers - they can be made to 
work extremely well - but rather it’s simply the fact that default policy (or sometimes old, krufty policy) is not well-suited to standing 
up against real attackers. Validate all configuration with real attacks to make sure you’re getting the most from your investment.

No One is Too Big for Their Breaches. Big or small, businesses cannot afford to operate under the expectation that security “just 
works.”  Doing so has led to a landscape of constant attack, and constant breach, despite $80 billion dollars invested in security 
annually.

If we are going to break the cycle, we have to stop the assumptions, and actually see how our security stacks up against the best of 
what the attackers can accomplish. Sadly, in today’s environment, doing anything less may as well be giving up.

HQ
111. W. Evelyn Avenue, 
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contact@safebreach.com
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